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as we already known rar password is basically a zip file, which means that rar password unlocker can also unlock zip archives. this password decryptor can be used to mount the zip archives when it is password protected and also decrypt them. unlike other services, rar password unlocker's free version is limited to how many password characters it can recover. the utility
offers three recovery options to tackle lost or forgotten passwords. brute-force mode, where rar password unlocker will try all combinations of characters, making it the go-to option for users who have difficulty recalling the password. brute-force with user-defined mask is designed to recover passwords for rar files that were created with the optional maxfilesize option

enabled. when enabled, the rar password recovery utility, coupled with another utility, will use an error-correcting algorithm to search for the password. if you have a recent backup or recovery of your rar archive, you can use the utility's traditional dictionary mode. this method is quite straightforward. rar password unlocker will check all the words contained in the
dictionary to match with a password-protected rar archive. the version available is limited to 10,000 possible combinations. another online tool is unrar password unlocker. it offers simple and clear instructions to recover your lost or forgotten rar password. you have two options to try: dictionary mode, and the brute-force recovery mode. it is of course limited to a user's

ability to remember the password. the utility offers a brute-force option to crack the password. the requirement is that you should know the first three letters of your password and have at least a rough notion of how many characters it is.
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